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Cancer has become one of the primary threats to human beings, and traditional therapies (including
surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy) show limited therapeutic eﬃcacy due to the complexity of
tumor biology. Furthermore, determining how to utilize the diﬀerences between the tumor
microenvironment (TME) and healthy tissues and exploring new nanoplatforms that can realize early
diagnosis and eﬀective and non-toxic therapy are challenges in cancer theranostics. Numerous
researchers have designed multifunctional nanomaterials and investigated their personalized therapy and
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regulation abilities toward TME, including oxygen generation, glutathione consumption and the
production of reactive oxygen species and multi-model imaging eﬀects. This review will introduce the
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latest progress in the design of multi-functional nanomedicines for the regulation of TME and their
theranostics, and it will provide a critical angle for the future development of nanomedicine.

1. Introduction
In the last few decades, scientic evidence has identied cancer
as one of the leading threats to human beings.1 However, the
non-specicity or excessive radiation of traditional cancer
treatments, including chemotherapy, radiation therapy and
surgery, can cause collateral damage to healthy cells and
tissues. In addition, it is diﬃcult to avoid multidrug resistance
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and cancer metastasis during the treatment. Thus, it is imperative to overcome the core obstacle of the complex biology of the
tumor microenvironment and explore alternative or complementary methods for the accurate localization and eﬀective
elimination of tumors. Accordingly, many researchers are trying
to nd the diﬀerences between tumors and healthy tissues
because it is generally considered that tumors are abnormal
tissues with complex biological microstructures and specic
tumor microenvironments (TMEs).1
TME is composed of stroma cells, immune cells, extracellular matrices and cancer cells (Fig. 1),2 which shows quite
complex but unique features in angiogenesis, oxygenation and
metabolic state.3 Unlike normal organs, TME usually has an
abnormal vasculature, also called hypervascularization and
aberrant vascular architecture; also, there is an over-expression
of vascular permeability factors, which can stimulate
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Fig. 1

Minireview

Schematic illustration of TME. Interstitial ﬂuid pressure (IFP).

extravasation within the tumor tissues. The blood vessels of
tumors involve some abnormal openings and defects, which
result in the lack of lymphatic drainage. Accordingly, the
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content of nanomaterials in tumor sites can be several times
higher than that in plasma taking advantage of the selective
penetration into tumor sites4 due to their abnormal vascular
nature, which is called the enhanced permeability and retention
(EPR) eﬀect,5,6 and it simultaneously provides an entrance for
nanomedicines to enter the TME and become entrapped within
the tumor tissues. Due to the heterogeneous distribution of
tumor vasculatures and the rapid growth of cancer cells, it is
diﬃcult for cancer and stromal cells to obtain nutrients and
oxygen and thus, most tumor cells have hypoxic regions.7,8 This
hypoxic condition causes tumor cells to adjust themselves to
inadequate oxygen and obtain energy through oxygenindependent glycolysis for survival.4 The rapid metabolism
and overproduction of metabolites such as lactic acid and
pyruvate accompanied with redundant protons and carbon
dioxide lead to a mildly acidic TME (pH: 6.5–6.9),8–12 enhanced
tumor metastasis and treatment resistance.12–14 Also, the fast
metabolism and insuﬃcient blood supply in tumor tissues lead
to an elevated content of H2O2, accelerated inammation and
tumor metabolism in TME.15–18 In addition, the concentration
of glutathione (GSH), which can regulate the redox balance of
TME and protect cells against oxidative damage, in cancer cells
is about four-fold that in normal cells,10,19–21 which has become
one of the barriers for reactive oxygen species (ROS)-based
therapies, chemotherapy and radiotherapy.22,23
The TME not only provides an appropriate environment and
nutrition for the development and metastasis of tumors, but
also oﬀers a “gate” for selective and eﬀective cancer therapies
(Fig. 1). The development of nanotechnology has proven that
various nanoplatforms show interesting performances in the
early diagnosis and eﬀective treatment of cancer through targeting one or multi-fold characteristics of the TME. Nanomaterials not only can regulate the TME via enzyme-like activity,
redox reaction and catalysis, but also realize multi-model
imaging eﬀects due to their inherent characteristics,
including the ferromagnetism, paramagnetism related to
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magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), high X-ray absorption
coeﬃcient for computed tomography (CT) imaging, high photothermal conversion eﬃciency for thermal imaging and photoacoustic imaging (PAI). Herein, this review introduces some
strategies (Fig. 2) for cancer theranostics based on diﬀerent
TME responsive nanomaterials (mainly covers the abovementioned characteristics) and provides essential insight for
the future development of nanomedicines.

2. Enhanced chemotheranostics by
regulating the TME
Chemotherapy is a therapeutic method that uses highly cytotoxic chemical medicines to suppress the proliferation, inltration and metastasis of cancer cells until solid tumors are
completely destroyed. Cis-platinum, doxorubicin hydrochloride
(DOX$HCl), artemisinin and paclitaxel tirapazamine (TPZ) are
commonly used chemotherapeutic drugs.24 Nevertheless,
traditional chemotherapy is far from satisfactory, and the
adverse results of clinical/preclinical chemotherapy may be
ascribed to severe toxic side eﬀects and drug resistance. Thus,
in recent years, smart nanomedicines have become attractive
platforms for targeted tumor chemotherapy, which can achieve
eﬀective accumulation inside tumors aer reasonable design,
provide the opportunity to increase therapeutic eﬃciency and
reduce the defects of traditional chemotherapy. Drug-loaded
nanomaterials with a diameter in the range of 10 to 200 nm
are considered to be ideal nanomedicines for rational use of the
EPR eﬀect for passive targeting.25 In addition, surface modication and the charge of nano-drugs also play important roles in
drug enrichment. Nanoparticles with a neutral or negative
charge on their surface or modied with polyethylene glycol
(PEG) are also conducive to their enrichment at tumor sites due
to their extended blood circulation time, while positively
charged nanoparticles have a stronger penetrating ability,
which in turn increases their opportunity to enter tumor
tissues.26,27 Recent studies have proven that the EPR eﬀect is

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the diagnosis and therapeutic applications of nanomedicines.
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much more complex than the original denition, which is
related to dozens of biological features including vascular
permeability, angiogenesis, hemodynamic regulation, and
tumor heterogeneity, hindering the applications of chemotherapy based on nanomedicine. Moreover, even if nano-drugs
can be enriched in tumors, achieving the specic and eﬀective
release of drugs and overcoming drug resistance of chemotherapy in the hypoxic TME are urgent issues to be solved.
Because of the EPR eﬀect and the discrepancy in pH between
normal tissue and the TME, acid-responsive drug delivery
nanosystems have been designed. Chen et al. fabricated
a hybrid reduced graphene oxide-loaded ultrasmall Au nanorod
vesicle (rGO-AuNRVe) (Fig. 3A).29 According to the transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image, the vesicle was 65 nm,
which is suitable for passive targeting at tumor sites (Fig. 3B).
Notably, the vesicle exhibited an accelerated drug release (DOX)
performance (Fig. 3C) by utilizing acidity and laser-converted
heat, which resulted from the reduction in the electrostatic
interaction between DOX and the nanocarrier. Besides stimulating the release of DOX, the light absorption characteristic of
rGO-AuNRVe gives it PAI and photothermal imaging capabilities, which have advantages such as high optical resolution and
deep penetration depth, and real-time detection of the
temperature at the tumor site (Fig. 3D and E), respectively.
Furthermore, positron emission tomography (PET) imaging was
used to detect the distribution of rGO-AuNRVe due to its high
sensitivity, which can be used as a whole-body screening to
identify specic areas.28 The PET imaging results exhibited that
there was 9.7% ID g1 of the 64Cu-labeled hybrid vesicles in
the tumor tissue aer 24 h. This high local content of nanomedicine in the tumor site resulted from the EPR eﬀect, and
thus TME-responsive drug release is benecial to enhance the
therapeutic eﬃcacy.29
Due to the fact that the passive targeting eﬀect of the EPR
eﬀect is greatly aﬀected by various factors of the complex TME,
some nanomedicines based on active targeting have emerged.
Active targeting methods rely on certain tumor biomarkers to
achieve tumor targeting, which is achieved by loading active
targeting groups or molecules onto a nanomedicine to specically combine with the over-expressed receptors on tumor cells.
Commonly used targeting molecules or groups mainly include
antibodies (anti-CD44 monoclonal antibody and antitissue
factor antibody fragment), transferrin (Tf), folic acid (FA),
peptide (arginine–glycine–aspartic acid (RGD) tripeptide) and
nucleic acid aptamers. Currently, dual active targeted therapies
have also been developed to improve treatment outcomes. For
instance, Jiang et al. developed a new vasculature and circulating tumor cell dual-targeted delivery system to enhance the
chemotherapeutic eﬃcacy of PTX, in which the K237 peptide
and Ep23 aptamer can target tumor vessels and epithelial cell
adhesion molecules on the surface of circulating tumor cells.
Due to the combination eﬀects of the dual active targeting
strategy, the drug-loaded nanoparticles show enhanced cellular
uptake and cytotoxicity. In vivo studies have shown that nanodrugs with dual targeting function achieve better therapeutic
eﬃcacy in tumor-bearing mice compared with unmodied or
single-targeted nanoparticles.30
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(A) Release of DOX stimulated by photothermal eﬀect and acidity. (B) TEM image of rGO-AuNRVe. (C) FL spectra of DOX and
rGOAuNRVe-DOX treated with or without NIR laser illumination at pH 7.4 or pH 5.5. (D) In vivo ultrasound (US) PAI of the tumor region after
intravenous administration of rGO-AuNRVe at 0, 4, 6 and 24 h. (E) Thermal imaging of the mice irradiated by 808 nm laser (0.25 W cm2 or 0.5 W
cm2) after the injection of diﬀerent solutions. (F) Decay-corrected whole-body PET images of mice at diﬀerent time points after intravenous
injection of [64Cu]-labeled rGO-AuNRVe (150 mCi).29
Fig. 3

Besides increasing the tumor enrichment and release of
drugs, solid tumors with hypoxic regions oen limit the eﬃciency of chemotherapy.14,31 Consequently, chemotherapy and
oxygen-generation nanoplatforms were designed. Cai et al.
developed a cancer cell membrane camouaged nanocarrier
encapsulated with DOX and hemoglobin (Hb) for chemotherapy
(Fig. 4A), and the prepared DHCNPs could realize the homologous targeting of cancer cell adhesion molecules and oxygentransporting abilities of Hb for O2-enhanced chemotherapy
(Fig. 4B).32 According to the TEM image, the DHCNPs exhibit an
obvious core–shell structure with a size of 50 nm (Fig. 4C), and
the absorption peaks of Hb and DOX in DHCNPs are consistent
with free Hb and DOX molecules in the UV-Vis absorption
spectra (Fig. 4D), demonstrating the successful loading of Hb
and DOX. Benetting from the increased O2, the chemoresistance induced by hypoxia was broken through downregulation of the expression of hypoxia inducible factor 1a
(HIF-1a), multidrug resistance gene 1 (MDR1) and Pglycoprotein (P-gp) in cancer cells (Fig. 4E–G), leading to an
enhancement in the eﬀectiveness of DOX in the hypoxic TME.
Furthermore, uorescence (FL) imaging of DOX was used to
measure the distribution of DHCNPs at 24 h post intravenous
administration (Fig. 4H). The DCNPs and DHCNPs escaped
from renal clearance with reduced FL signals of DOX in the

1398 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 1395–1409

kidneys, which can be attributed to the camouage of the
cancer cell membrane. In addition, since PAI can use endogenous contrast agents (such as hemoglobin, lipids, melanin, and
water) to provide information on the structure, function,
molecular and dynamics of deep tissue and the absorption
between oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2) and deoxygenated Hb
is diﬀerent, the tumor oxygenation was assessed by PAI. It was
found that the PA signal of HbO2 was signicantly enhanced in
the surrounding blood vessels within 12 h aer intravenous
injection of DHCNPs (Fig. 4I), which demonstrates that
DHCNPs relieved the hypoxic TME through the homologous
targeting and oxygen self-supplying abilities of DHCNPs. Thus,
this study proves that loading hemoglobin into a nanomedicine
can indeed solve tumor hypoxia and enhance the eﬀect of
chemotherapy.
To date, in vivo experiments of chemotherapeutic nanomedicines mainly focused on subcutaneous tumor models.
However, there is a need for systematic studies on the eﬀects of
these nanomedicines in metastatic tumor models, in situ tumor
models and drug-resistant tumor models, which will aid in the
evaluation of clinical translations. Furthermore, the establishment of new methods for the comparison of the curative results
of diﬀerent drugs will facilitate the selection of clinical nanomedicines. We believe that an increasing amount of intelligent
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Fig. 4 (A) Synthesis of oxy-DHCNPs. (B) Schematic illustration of the therapeutic mechanisms of DHCNPs. (C) TEM image of DHCNPs. (D) UVVis absorption spectra of diﬀerent solutions. (E–G) Contents of HIF-1a, MDR1, and P-gp of MCF-7 cells treated with DHCNPs. (H) FL images of
normal organs and tumors of tumor-bearing mice after injection of diﬀerent solutions. (I) PA images of tumors after the injection of DHCNPs.32

nanomedicines that are responsive to the TME will reach the
clinical stage for targeted chemotherapy of various malignant
tumors in the near future.

3. Enhanced radiotheranostics by
regulating the TME
Radiation therapy (RT) is one of the primary tumor therapeutic
patterns in the clinical treatments via one or more types of
ionizing radiation.33,34 Radiotherapy mainly includes external
beam radiation therapy (EBRT) and internal radioisotope
therapy (RIT). However, due to the low absorption of ionizing
radiation by tumors, high doses of ionizing radiation are oen
used during RT, which may cause serious damage to normal
tissues. With the development of nanotechnology, new nanomedicines that can enhance the radiation response in TME
have attracted widespread attention, such as nanomaterials
that contain components of elements with a high atomic
number (Z number), which can act as radiosensitizers and
absorb radiation (such as X-rays).34 For example, Chen et al.
reported a new generation of radiosensitizers based on Bi2Se3
NPs modied by polyvinylpyrrolidone and selenocysteine (PVPBi2Se3@Sec NPs), which can enhance the RT eﬀect due to the
high atomic number of the Bi element (Fig. 5). These PVP-Bi2Se3@Sec NPs are biodegradable and part of the selenium can be
released and enter the blood circulation system, thereby

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

enhancing the immunological function and reducing the side
eﬀects of whole body radiation. As a result, aer the combination of RT and photothermal treatment with the materials
based on the superior NIR absorption of Bi2Se3, PVP-Bi2Se3@Sec NPs achieved a simple but universal method to tumor
treatment.
However, the unique inherent characteristics of many solid
tumors are also key factors that limit the eﬀectiveness of cancer
radiotherapy, such as tumor invasion, metastasis, recurrence,
and resistance to RT. For example, the eﬃciency of RT is subject
to radiation resistance associated with tumor hypoxia.33 Chen
et al. fabricated core–shell nanoparticle-based poly(lactic-coglycolic) acid (PLGA), where catalase (CAT) was encapsulated in
the inner core, and imiquimod (R837) and toll-like-receptor-7
agonist were loaded in the PLGA shell (Fig. 6A). The nal
PLGA-R837@Cat NPs showed a spherical shape with a size of
100 nm (Fig. 6B and C), and they could obviously increase the
radiotherapy eﬃcacy by relieving the hypoxic tumor (Fig. 6D
and E) because the encapsulated CAT could decompose H2O2 to
oxygen. Notably, the CAT in the core of PLGA-R837@Cat was
well protected and 60% of its original enzyme activity was
maintained. As a result, the PLGA-R837@Cat NPs can enhance
the therapeutic eﬃciency of radiotherapy.35 This specic
strategy of oxygen generation response to the TME with the help
of natural catalase can be used as a universal method to
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Fig. 5
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Therapeutic mechanism of PVP-Bi2Se3@Sec NPs.34

overcome tumor hypoxia, which is of great signicance not only
in radiotherapy, but also other treatments.
Besides the in situ generation of oxygen, there are many
oxygen carriers based on hemoglobin or peruorocarbon (PFC).
For example, PEG-polymerized bovine hemoglobin can be used
to increase the tumor oxygen content and improve the curative
eﬀect of tumor radiotherapy. It has also achieved certain results
in animal experiments.36 PFC has excellent gas dissolving ability
and can eﬃciently realize oxygen transportation.37 Liu et al.
prepared PEG-Bi2Se3@PFC NPs, which can serve as an oxygen
reservoir and gradually release oxygen, oﬀering an improved
radio-sensitization eﬀect at the in vitro level. The existence of Bi
with a high Z number can synergistically enhance RT by radiosensitization.38
In addition to alleviating tumor hypoxia, nanomedicines will
bring new opportunities for RT by adjusting other parameters
within the TME, such as lowering the pH of the tumor and
normalizing the tumor vasculature. However, designing and
preparing new nanomedicines for targeting new parameters
within the TME are still current challenges.

4. Enhanced photodynamic
theranostic by regulating TME
In addition to the above mentioned traditional chemotherapy
and radiotherapy, researchers are focusing on new therapies
based on nanomedicine. Accordingly, photodynamic therapy
(PDT) is one type treatment that uses exogenously generated
reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by photosensitizers

1400 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 1395–1409

(PSs) through photoactivation to kill cancer cells.39–42 PDT
typically involves three main components, a specic light
source that can provide power to a specic photodynamic
reaction; PS that can collect this light and perform a photodynamic reaction; and an oxygen-containing substrate (such as
molecular oxygen, water). This therapy is non-invasive and will
not damage normal cells due to the selective illumination.
Many organic PSs including chlorin e6 (Ce6), methylene blue
(MB) and indocyanine green (ICG) mainly produce singlet
oxygen (1O2) through the oxygen-dependent type II PDT (energy
transfer) process.43 Specic PSs can also generate superoxide
anion (cO2) and hydroxyl (cOH) radicals through the type I PDT
(electron transfer) process.44,45 However, traditional PDT faces
several challenges, including light-dependent activation, light
penetration depth, PS and O2 dependence, PS enrichment and
over-expressed GSH.46 The latest advances in nanotechnology
provide a common platform for the development of PDT and
many nanomaterials aer sensible optimization that can
increase the content of oxygen or reduce the content of GSH in
TME have been prepared.47
In our group, we prepared many TME-responsive PDT
nanoagents for eﬀective tumor therapy. Specically, we used
a one-step biomineralization method to prepare bovine serum
albumin–iridium oxide nanoparticles (BSA–IrO2 NPs) (Fig. 7A)
with CAT-like activity (Fig. 7B), photocatalytic activity (Fig. 7C)
and high photothermal conversion eﬃciency (h ¼ 67.8%)
(Fig. 7D), which can realize eﬃcient photothermal therapy and
self-enhanced photodynamic therapy. Furthermore, the high Xray absorption coeﬃcient of Ir allows eﬀective CT imaging with

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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(A) Therapeutic mechanism of PLGA-R837@Cat. (B) TEM image of PLGA-R837@Cat NPs. (C) Hydrodynamic diameter of diﬀerent
solutions. (D) Generation of O2 in H2O2 solution (0.1 mM) with PLGA-R837 or PLGA-R837@Cat. (E) CAT activities of free CAT molecule and PLGAR837@Cat NPs with same content of CAT after the digestion of protease K for diﬀerent periods.35
Fig. 6

deep-tissue penetration (Fig. 7E), together with high spatial
resolution in so tissues for PA imaging resulting from the
eﬀective photothermal eﬀect (Fig. 7F), and thus the BSA–IrO2
NPs can act as an eﬀective nanomedicine for tumor theranostics.48 We also prepared novel dihydroartemisinin (DHA)
and methylene blue (MB) co-loaded Fe-doped polydiaminopyridine nanofusiforms (Fe-PDAP NFs) (Fig. 8A and B)
for the decomposition of H2O2 to O2, and the generated O2 can
enhance PDT (Fig. 8C). The Fe-PDAP NFs can also consume GSH
(Fig. 8D) and release Fe2+ for further increasing the toxicity of
DHA (Fig. 8E). Furthermore, due to the presence of Fe, they can
be used for MR imaging to monitor tumor phototherapy with
high-resolution in so tissues (Fig. 8E–G).49 Both of these
nanomedicines achieved the integration of diagnosis and
oxygen generation through their catalase-like activity to
enhance photodynamic therapy, and thus have great prospects
for clinical transformation.
Since light is the energy source for PDT, the penetration
depth and transmission eﬃciency of light are still obstacles for
deep cancer treatment because light can be signicantly reected and decayed when it interacts with tissues (such as the
skin). Thus, to overcome the limited penetration depth of

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

lasers, there are several strategies. The rst is to use upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) or two-photon-excited
nanoparticles as light sensors to absorb light in the NIR
region and emit it in the visible region, thereby exciting nearby
PS molecules.50,51 The second strategy is to use X-rays with
a deeper tissue penetration depth as the light source. This
strategy uses nano-scintillators to convert X-rays into visible
light, and then activates nearby PS molecules.52 The third
method is to in situ generate uorescence and achieve endogenous activation of PS molecules by bioluminescence resonance
energy transfer (BRET) systems combining the bioluminescent
luciferase and quantum dots.53 The fourth is the use of Cherenkov radiation, where when high-speed charged particles
move faster than the speed of light in the medium, they can
emit visible light (250–600 nm) and excite nearby PS
molecules.54
Although the mechanism of PDT is clear and many ideal
nanomedicines with oxygen generation and absorption peaks in
the range of 700 to 1100 nm were explored to allow deep tissue
penetration and PDT drugs have also been approved for clinical
use, PDT has not yet been accepted as a rst-line treatment

Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 1395–1409 | 1401
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Fig. 7 (A) Preparation and the therapeutic mechanism of BSA–IrO2 NPs. (B) Temperature-dependent H2O2-triggered O2 generation by BSA–
IrO2 aqueous solution (DO: dissolved oxygen). (C) Generation of ROS evaluated by DPBF under irradiation. (D) Photothermal eﬀect of BSA–IrO2
with diﬀerent contents of Ir. Mice pre- and post-intravenous administration of BSA–IrO2 NPs for (E) CT imaging at diﬀerent time points and (F) PA
imaging at 12 h or further treatment with H2O2.48

option. Additionally, transforming PDT into clinical practice
also is a challenge.

5. Enhanced sonodynamic
theranostic by regulating the TME
Recently, due to the restricted penetration of light55 in PDT,
ultrasound (US)-triggered sonodynamic therapy (SDT) with
deep penetration in biological tissues has developed quickly.56,57
However, although it has been widely proven that SDT can
produce ROS and realize further anti-tumor eﬀects, its precise
treatment mechanism is still unclear. The currently accepted
explanation is that ultrasound cavitation can cause sonoluminescence or pyrolysis, which may be benecial for the production of ROS by sonosensitizers. The so-called cavitation eﬀect
refers to the generation of bubbles aer ultrasound irradiation,
and cavitation is the rapid growth and collapse of bubbles. It is
more interesting to nd that ultrasound can also activate
traditional sonosensitizer molecules (such as hematoporphyrin) to produce ROS through perforation, sonochemistry,

1402 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 1395–1409

and sonoluminescence, and then kill cancer cells. However, the
low bioavailability and instability of traditional organic sonosensitizers58–61 and tumor hypoxia greatly limit the eﬃciency of
SDT and its prospective clinical use.62,63
To solve the above problems, diﬀerent oxygen-generating
nanomedicines have been constructed based on titanium
dioxide, some metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) and organic
PS molecule-loaded nanomaterials. Shi et al. successfully
developed multi-functional PMR nanosonosensitizers through
the combination of MnOx with hollow mesoporous organosilica
NPs, followed by its integration with protoporphyrin (sonosensitizer) and cyclic arginine–glycine–aspartic pentapeptide
(targeting peptide) (Fig. 9A and B). MnOx acts as an inorganic
catalase-like nanozyme for consuming the over-expressed H2O2
in the TME to generate oxygen (Fig. 9C and D), which contributes to a decrease in the expression level of HIF-1a (Fig. 9E). The
generated oxygen can facilitate the production of 1O2 induced
by SDT as abundant oxygen (Fig. 9F).64 In addition, PAI was used
to analyze the variation in oxygen concentration due to the
diﬀerent absorptions of HbO2 and Hb.52 It is obvious that the PA

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 8 (A) Synthesis of Fe-PDAP NFs and further loading of MB and DHA. (B) Therapeutic mechanism of MB/DHA-loaded Fe-PDAP NFs. (C)

H2O2-triggered O2 production in diﬀerent solutions. (D) Intracellular contents of GSH incubated with diﬀerent agents. (E) Generation of 1O2
measured by the ﬂuorescence of DCFH. (F) Photothermal eﬀect of Fe-PDAP NFs with diﬀerent concentrations. (G) In vivo MRI of tumor-bearing
mice at 24 h post-injection of diﬀerent solutions.49

signal was enhanced aer the administration of the PMR
nanosonosensitizers (Fig. 9G), demonstrating the eﬀective CATlike activity of MnOx in TME oxygenation. Moreover, the
released Mn2+ at the specic TME (GSH and mild acidity) and
the obvious brightening eﬀect in the T1-weighted MRI of the
tumor tissue aer the intravenous administration of the
nanomedicine provide more information about tumor diagnosis. Overall, PMR nanosonosensitizers can eﬀectively enter
tumor tissue through both the EPR eﬀect and RGD targeting,
and can be used for self-enhanced SDT and PA/MR imaging.
As a new cancer treatment method, SDT is still in its infancy,
but although it shows broad application prospects and room for
development, there are many problems that need to be solved,
including accurate therapeutic mechanisms, how to further
improve the eﬃciency of SDT, and how to expand the scope of
the applications of SDT.

6. Enhanced chemodynamic
theranostic by regulating the TME
PDT and SDT need an exogenous energy input including light or
ultrasound,65,66 which may not collect the desired pathological

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

changes in tissue due to the limitations of penetration depth or
rapid energy decay. Thus, a new therapy that can also generate
ROS without additional energy, including light, ionizing irradiation and ultrasound while triggered by endogenous chemical
energy is attractive and is called chemodynamic therapy
(CDT).67,68 CDT oen takes advantages of Fenton reactions
mediated by two/three-valence ions, Fe2+ and Fe3+. Fenton
reactions can produce the most toxic cOH in cancer cells by
catalyzing over-produced H2O2 in the mildly acidic TME.
Accordingly, many Fe2+/Fe3+-based nanocatalysts including
Fe2+/Fe3+-loaded or selectively Fe2+/Fe3+ released nanoparticles
have been developed to activate in situ Fenton reactions.69–71
Focusing on modulating the reaction environment of CDT, Shi
et al. prepared a sequential catalytic nanomedicine for eﬀective
tumor treatment by co-loading the natural glucose oxidase
(GOx) and ultrasmall iron oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles into the
mesopores of dendritic silica nanoparticles, and the prepared
nanomedicine was designated as GFD nanocatalysts (Fig. 10).72
GOx is able to consume glucose and oxygen to generate gluconic
acid and more H2O2 in tumor cells, which can enhance the
Fenton reaction catalyzed by Fe3O4 NPs since the mildly acidic
pH value of the TME and the concentration of H2O2 will also
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Fig. 9 (A) Synthesis and (B) therapeutic mechanisms of PMR sonosensitizers. (C) Schematic illustration of the production of O2 and 1O2 under US
irradiation. (D) Generation of O2 with diﬀerent concentrations of Mn and H2O2 at diﬀerent pH (6.5, 7.4). (E) HIF-1a expression levels at diﬀerent
groups demonstrated by western blot technique. (F) ESR spectra trapped by TEMP under diﬀerent treatments. (G) Tumor oxygenation status as
determined by in vivo PA imaging ([Mn] ¼ 1 mg kg1). (H) T1-Weighted MR imaging of mice after intravenous injection at diﬀerent time points.64

limit the eﬀect of CDT. Highly toxic cOH is produced through
the abovementioned sequential catalytic reactions and it can
result in damage to tumor tissue. This work demonstrated that
catalytic nanomedicines can attain therapeutic selectivity and
eﬃciency by regulating the TME.72
Recently, several other ion, including Mn2+, Co2+, and Cu2+,
loaded and metal-based CDT nanoagents with Fenton-like
reactions have also been used for CDT.73–77 However, the overexpression of GSH is also one of the obstacles for CDT. Aiming at solving this restriction, several nanomaterials with GSHconsumption ability have been developed and used for tumor
theranostics.78–81 Li et al. prepared copper–amino acid mercaptide NPs (Cu–Cys NPs) with GSH-triggered and H2O2-enhanced
CDT abilities for resisting breast tumors (Fig. 11A and B).77
Firstly, the Cu–Cys NPs consume local GSH and reduce Cu2+
(Fig. 11C) to Cu+ (Fig. 11D and E). Aerwards, the H2O2 in the
weakly acidic TME can react with the produced Cu+ to produce
cOH through a Fenton-like reaction (Fig. 11F), which contributes to the eﬀective apoptosis of tumor cells.
In addition to the typical Fenton and Fenton-like reactions
for the generation of ROS, the Russel mechanism is another
interesting approach for CDT. Iron oxide NPs were integrated
with linoleic acid hydroperoxide (LAHP), and the formed IO-

1404 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 1395–1409

LAHP was used for the in situ production of 1O2. Therein,
LAHP is related to the main product of lipid peroxidation, and
certain H2O2 in lipids can be decomposed into radicals and 1O2
by the Russel mechanism triggered by certain catalytic ions
(such as Fe2+ and Ce4+). IO-LAHP can slowly release Fe2+ under
the mildly acidic TME, which further triggers LAHP to produce
1
O2, thereby greatly inhibiting the growth of tumors.82 Recently,
our group developed two-dimensional Cu–TCPP (tetrakis(4carboxyphenyl)porphyrin) nanosheets (Fig. 12A and B), which
can produce 1O2 in the specic TME (Fig. 12C) based on the
peroxidation of the TCPP ligand by acidic H2O2 followed by its
reduction to peroxyl radicals (Fig. 12D) under the action of
peroxidase (POD)-like Cu–TCPP and Cu2+ and their spontaneous recombination reaction triggered by the Russell mechanism (Fig. 12A). In addition, Cu–TCPP can also consume GSH
and resist its protection eﬀect against ROS (Fig. 12E). Consequently, Cu–TCPP can specically and eﬀectively destroy
tumors, demonstrating an attractive approach for CDT (Fig. 12F
and G).83 Importantly, these nanomedicines with the Russell
mechanism can generate singlet oxygen triggered by acidic pH
without the need for external stimulation (laser and ultrasound), which provide a new strategy for tumor-specic treatment. However, this treatment method relies heavily on
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Fig. 10 Preparation and therapeutic mechanisms of GFD NCs.72

peroxygen bridges and the reaction mechanism is selfconsumption, thus increasing the enrichment of the nanomedicine at the tumor site is the key issue.
CDT has become a “green” type of therapy with selectivity
and specicity, which combines the characteristics of the TME
with classic Fenton/Fenton-like reactions or the Russel mechanism to in situ destroy tumors, providing great potential for
clinical translation.

7. Summary
The rapid development of nanotechnology and nanomedicine has promoted the emergence of many subdisciplines of biomedicine. Nanomedicine based on TMEtriggered in situ chemical reactions is one of the recently
emerging research elds, showing a wide range of potential
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

and prospects for cancer theranostics. This minireview
discusses the recent advances in the design and synthesis of
biocompatible nanomedicines that are not only used to
catalyze or trigger chemical reactions in the TME (including
oxygen generation, acid-generation, glutathione consumption and production of ROS), but also have outstanding
multi-model imaging (including PAI, CT imaging, MRI, PET
imaging and thermal imaging) and tumor-specic treatment
eﬀects (including tumor chemotherapy, radiotherapy,
photodynamic therapy, sonodynamic therapy and chemodynamic therapies). Nevertheless, the widespread application
of TME-responsive nanomedicines is still in its infancy. It
still needs further clinical translation to benet patients
because there are several key issues and challenges that need
to be resolved before entering the preclinical stage, which will
be explained in detail below.
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Fig. 11 (A) Synthesis and therapeutic mechanism of Cu–Cys NPs. (B) TEM image of Cu–Cys NPs. (C) Cu 2p XPS spectrum of the Cu–Cys NPs. (D)
Excitation and emission spectra of Cu–Cys NPs reacted with GSH (Cu–G). (E) XPS spectrum of Cu–G. (F) MB degradation to demonstrate the
generation of cOH.77

(1) Exploring new characteristics in the TME. The chemical
reactions currently being explored for therapies are mainly
based on exogenous physical triggers or commonly referred
characteristics of the endogenous TME. However, the
explored features of the TME with eﬀective responses are still
very limited. Therefore, there is a great need to develop new
chemical reactions that are responsive to new characteristics
of the TME with improved biomedical eﬃcacy. For example,
the concentration of the oen targeted endogenous reactants
such as oxygen and H2O2 is usually too low to elicit a signicant response, and there is a large number of other biological
species that should be explored and potentially developed as
new candidate reactants for chemical reactions within the
TME.
(2) Revealing the in vivo chemical reaction mechanisms
during treatment. Although it has been widely proven that
introduced chemical reactions are eﬀective against cancer, the
corresponding mechanisms have not been fully revealed at the
animal experimental level. As indicated, the TME is much
more complicated than conventional in vitro reaction conditions, and the presence of various species in living tissue may

1406 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 1395–1409

have a signicant impact on a specic chemical reaction. In
addition, due to the complicated metabolism of living
systems, the TME is in a continuous equilibrium state, which
also makes it diﬃcult to accurately characterize the reaction
process.
(3) Exploring new characterization methods for in vivo
detection of chemical reactions. The lack of characterization
methods for in situ chemical reactions makes it is diﬃcult to
quantify the raw materials or products during in vivo chemical
reactions. Most reported results are mainly based on the nal in
vivo treatment results, but there is still a lack of in-depth
understanding of the mechanism at various steps. Therefore,
more attention should be paid to the development of new
technologies to reveal the in vivo reaction mechanisms in the
future.
(4) Exploring new nanoplatforms with multiple imaging
capabilities. Although we introduced several diﬀerent imaging
modes, each has its own advantages and disadvantages. PAI is
a hybrid imaging mode that combines optical illumination and
ultrasound (US) detection, and it overcomes the light scattering
and low resolution of pure optical imaging, but the problem is

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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(A) Synthesis and therapeutic mechanism of Cu–TCPP nanosheets. (B) TEM image of Cu–TCPP. (C) ESR spectra of Cu–TCPP with/
without GSH upon the addition with TEMP and H2O2. (D) Mass spectrum of reaction solution including H2O2 and TCPP. (E) Variation in the ratio of
GSH and GSSG in the supernatant of Cu–TCPP and GSH mixed solution at 1, 1.5, 3 and 6 h. (F) Photos of the tumors and mice after therapy. (G)
Average weights of the tumors in the diﬀerent groups.83
Fig. 12

that the detection depth of PAI in the skin is only 10 mm, thus
PAI still faces challenges in skin cancer detection. MRI has highresolution of so tissues, but its scan time is long. CT imaging
has a quick scan speed, high sensitivity of hard tissue, deeptissue penetration and can be used for radiation dose
mapping, but its resolution of so tissues is relatively low. PET
imaging has high sensitivity and short scan time, and it can
eﬃciently provide whole-body screening to identify specic
areas, but it needs additional radio labels of 64Cu, 111In, 124I,
and 18F. Thus, the combination of diﬀerent imaging modes can
overcome the respective shortcomings and provide more reliable information about diseases.
(5) In terms of technological development, combining
diﬀerent imaging modes into an integrated instrument system
is signicant. For example, in PAI, nanosecond-level pulsed
lasers (pulse duration < 10 ns) are usually used to irradiate
biological samples, and biomolecules can absorb light energy
and convert it into heat, which causes photoacoustic signals. In
MRI, the energy state of the hydrogen protons makes a diﬀerence upon the application of a radio frequency pulse. Aer the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

radio frequency pulse, the hydrogen protons return to their
original energy state and the electromagnetic waves generated
by resonance are emitted. The small diﬀerences in the nucleus
vibrations between diﬀerent pathological changes can be
accurately detected by the three-dimensional image of the
tissue aer further computer processing. Thus, if an instrument
is developed with both nanosecond-level pulsed lasers and an
applied magnetic eld (B0), plus a powerful computer reconstruction system, it may be possible that two imaging modes
can be achieved. Accordingly, the exploitation of new instruments with multi-imaging capacities will reduce time cost and
improve the diagnostic accuracy and eﬃciency.
Finally, our goal is to nd and design better nanomedicines
with a combination of eﬀective therapy and advanced diagnosis
to provide specic, eﬀective and safe methods to treat cancer
based on the understanding of the diﬀerences between the TME
and normal tissues. Thus, our review provides crucial insight
for the future development of nanomedicines and will also
stimulate interest in the exploration of new theranostic nanomedicines with good potential for future use.
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